
Impact Lab
System Leadership in Action



What is the Impact Lab?

A unique community of corporate sustainability professionals
(“Fellows”) learning from and supporting one another as they 

address global agriculture and food system challenges. 

Facilitated and managed by the Sustainable Food Lab with 
faculty from the Academy for Systems Change.

https://sustainablefoodlab.org/
http://www.academyforchange.org/


What does the Impact Lab Offer?

• Fellows are offered the following opportunities throughout the year:

o Annual confidential workshops with focus on leadership, organizational 
engagement, strategy, and delivering impact

o Annual learning journeys in the field with fellows, suppliers, and 
implementing partners in specific regions

o Monthly Fellow calls, during which one fellow shares a challenge or 
decision, and others practice asking good coaching questions

o Access to world class mentors and experts as needed

o One-on-one coaching with Food Lab Staff



What Need is the
Impact Lab Addressing? 

• Corporate sustainability programs for agricultural supply have shifted
from “why” to “how”

• Most implementation lessons are siloed within companies
• Peer-to-peer learning in the Impact Lab helps Fellows explore the “how”

and shares ideas for breaking down siloes
• This is a completely confidential space for peer-to-peer sharing, capacity

building, expert coaching, and exploration of potential partnerships



How is the Impact Lab Unique?

• Beyond our pre-collaborative atmosphere and skilled 
mentors, our program includes Systems Leadership 
and unique Learning Journey’s & Workshops

• Programming is designed around leadership 
development, capacity building and coaching 
support tailored to the skills necessary for success in 
a sustainability function



What is System Leadership?

System Leadership enables the leaders in an 
organization to create the conditions where people 
at all levels can work productively to their potential. 
It uses sound principles about human behavior to 
create models of good leadership, organizational 

strategy, systems design and social process.



Nuts & Bolts of System Leadership

1. Personal Leadership
a. Clarify your highest aspirations
b. Commit to your own practice and growth

2. Strategic Engagement
a. Rigorously improve your important conversations
b. Foster collective leadership
c. Improve the quality of relational space
d. Support risk taking and learning
e. Design, test, and redesign interventions
f. How to overcome 3 barriers to business sustainability

3. Impact Delivery
a. Think in systems and root causes
b. When collaborating, try “collective impact”
c. Use design thinking

https://www.systemsfieldbook.org/highest-aspirations/
https://www.systemsfieldbook.org/commit-to-growth/
http://conversant.com/vitality_post/the-conversation-meter/
https://www.systemsfieldbook.org/quality-of-relational-space/
https://www.systemsfieldbook.org/taking-intelligent-risks/
https://www.systemsfieldbook.org/design-test-redesign/
https://sustainablefoodlab.org/how-to-get-through-the-3-barriers-to-business-sustainability/
https://www.iseesystems.com/Online_training/course/module2/2-05-0-0-principles.htm
http://www.collaborationforimpact.com/collective-impact/
https://dschool.stanford.edu/resources-collections/a-virtual-crash-course-in-design-thinking


System Leadership in Practice

Learn to manage teams through
conflict, bridge cultures, and
create engagement while
navigating short-term business
pressures.

Engage key people in other
functions, lead in industry,
create collaborations that
scale impacts.

Balance quick wins and game
changers, generate measurable
impacts including on GHGs and
water; make business case for
farmers and suppliers, and
mobilize resources.

Personal 
Leadership

Strategic 
Engagement

Impact 
Delivery



What are Workshops & Learning Journeys?

Workshops and Learning Journeys are an opportunity 
for Fellows to interact in person, in a pre-

competitive atmosphere. During trips our faculty 
and mentors lead conversations around topics that 

affect Fellows directly at work. Fellows are given tools 
from Systems Leadership and talk through possible 

solutions to issues in the Food & Beverage 
Industry.



Florida Workshop
During our trip Fellows:
• Heard Darcy Winslow’s story of organizational change at Nike
• Completed exercises working in teams-leading, following, opposing, 

and watching from the side
• Applied systems thinking to sustainable sourcing, with cases from 

Mexican barley and US Corn Belt
• Shared success stories
• Designed 2-year program and 

individual goals for self, 
organization and system

• Practiced case clinic coaching



Iowa Corn Belt Learning Journey

During our trip Fellows:
• Visited field trials and farms
• Debriefed visits and developed collective sense of where Corn Belt 

agriculture is now and how it might become more sustainable
• Learned about and practiced effective story telling, especially in order 

to enlist key stakeholders

Farmers Said:
• “It’s all about market demand for 

small grains and hay.”
• “You grow what pays the bills.”
• “Being different in farming does 

ostracize you a bit.”



Chicago Workshop
During our trip Fellows:
• Visited Farmer’s Fridge and explored the successes and challenges of 

this entrepreneurial start-up
• Learned frameworks for effective conversation that leads to 

connections and commitment to action
• Used individual leadership diagnostics: Where am I strong? Where are 

my blind spots?
• Received one-on-one and group support for staying balanced, 

engaging up and across functions and enlisting suppliers

http://conversant.com/resources/


Mexico Food Lab Summit
& Learning Journey

During our trip Fellows:
• Visited Chiapas (small-holder farming systems) and Bajio

(medium scale farming systems with water shortages)
• Engaged in conversations around climate resilience, farmer 

livelihood, finance options, and landscape level sustainability
• Reflected on system leadership



Carnation Farm Workshop
During our trip Fellows:
• Practiced story telling
• Developed clear theory of change, learning how to:

o Articulate specific desired outcomes
o Map logic of activities leading to outcomes
o Identify key assumptions that would need to be true
o Discern potential quick wins as well as system pushback
o Identify learning edges for themselves as well as their organizations
o Found who they need to engage to be successful, and what’s in the 

way of engaging them more successfully
• Completed introduction to Ladder of Inference and Theory U



Example: Steps Toward a Theory of Change 
for Cocoa Farmer Income

Farmer 
Income 

(poverty)

Ability to 
Invest

Productivity

Price

1. Minimum Price
(for farmers who invest)

2. Long Term 
Contract  

Relationship
Investment 

Risk

3. Affordable
Long Term 
Financing 

5. Technical & Input Support
(coaching based on long term farm development plan)

4. Cost 
Share

Attractive 
Productivity 

Packages

Diversification 



Upcoming Quebec Workshop
& Learning Journey

• Our next adventure will be a June 2019 workshop
combined with a learning journey. We will meet with dairy
farm leaders in Canada and the US, comparing these two
very different market systems and results for farmer well-
being as well as the ability of farmers to invest in
sustainability innovation.

We’ll be using dairy as a lens to analyze the keys to farmer engagement and well-being
everywhere, from wheat and barley in Australia to cocoa and vanilla in different parts of
Africa, from barley in Mexico to soy in Iowa. We’ll bring our different perspectives. We’ll
hear from farmers, the dairy management board, a milk processor and researchers. We’ll
see the system through different eyes, and we’ll use that collective intelligence to
enhance what everyone is doing. We’ll also have time for each fellow to pick one
another’s brains about anything that’s current for each person.



Impact Lab Fellows
• The Impact Lab began as a 2-year leadership program in 2017. Fellows have 

shaped the Lab to evolve into a growing community with capacity building 
and coaching support. 

• Fellows are mid-career sustainability professionals who commit to annual 
participation with the opportunity to renew fellowship each year

• Fellows from the following organizations are currently participating:



Current Fellows say:
• “When I have a question about allocation of resources to issues—human

rights versus environment, for example, this group is my best opportunity to
think it through.”

• “I now have the green light to design programs for our large-scale commodity
supply chains, and I know that I’ll find great support and partners in the
Impact Lab.”

• “The unusually high level of trust helps me find the right collaborations.”

• “At trade associations and conferences, we all show up as ‘peacocks.’ Here we
can share where we’re stuck and get support from the very best of our
peers.”

• “I am better and more confident with my reports as well as with more senior
executives.”

• “I have much more confidence to engage with suppliers.”



Current Fellows
• Katie Hoard, ABI
• Jessica Newman, ABI
• Amy Lind Truelson, Cargill
• Tai Ullmann, Cargill
• Tim Wahlquist, Costco
• Shayna Harris, Farmer's Fridge
• Seth Petchers, Frontier Coop
• Shauna Sadowski, General 

Mills/Annie’s
• Alberto Maynez Gutierrez, Heineken
• Courtney Lareau, Mars Petcare
• Bilal Biwany, Mars Wrigley
• Autumn Fox, Mars Wrigley
• Kendra Levine, McDonald's
• Jonathan Reinbold, Organic Valley
• Margaret Henry, PepsiCo
• Julie Anderson, Starbucks
• Jamie Thorn, Starbucks

• Britt Lundgren, Stonyfield
• Jill Davies, Target

• Stefani Grant, Unilever
• Nira Desai, World Cocoa Foundation



Impact Lab Faculty & Mentors

• Core faculty are from the Sustainable Food Lab and the Academy for 
Systems Change, including Darcy Winslow, founder of sustainability at Nike.

• Mentors include: 
• Dolf van den Brink, President, Heineken Asia
• Diane Holdorf, CSO, Kellogg
• Stuart Orr, WWF Global Water Lead
• Steve Peterson, Former Head of Sustainable Sourcing, General Mills
• Anna Swaithes, former Director of Sustainable Development, SAB Miller
• Jan Kees Vis, Global Director Sustainable Sourcing Development, Unilever
• Simon Winter, President, Syngenta Foundation

https://sustainablefoodlab.org/
http://www.academyforchange.org/


How to get Involved

• You might want to sponsor a rising star in your organization to be a Fellow.

• You could be interested in volunteering to mentor one or more of these 
extraordinary leaders.

• You may want to apply to become a Fellow. 

Contact Hal Hamilton to explore any of the above: hhamilton@sustainablefood.org

If interested in applying to become a Fellow, include a brief overview of your 
experience and goals

We are now accepting applications for additional fellows on a rolling basis.
The next event will be in June 2019. 

mailto:hhamilton@sustainablefood.org


Requirements & Costs

Commitments
o Fellows commit to show up when possible to events and calls.
o Fellow managers commit to sponsoring the Fellow and supporting 

his/her leadership and professional development journey.

Costs
o Annual $5,000 fee per Fellow to cover all faculty, logistics planning, 

coaching, and connections to mentors. Fee is waived for Sustainable 
Food Lab member organizations.

o Fellows cover their own transportation, lodging and food costs for 
annual workshop and learning journeys. 



Impact Lab Desired Results
Personal leadership, including practices to cultivate your own equanimity and effectiveness
• Examples of managing teams through conflict
• Examples of bridging cultures and creating relationships across the organization and among organizations
• Examples of exercising courage by creating engagement in sustainability in the face of short-term business 

pressures

Strategic engagement, including influence without authority and using collaboration to scale impacts efficiently
• Examples of engaging procurement personnel and/or others in different functions across the company, and 

continuously improving this capability to engage
• Examples of leadership in the industry that include catalyzing collective action
• Examples of multi-organization collaborations that scale capacity for impact 

Impacts, such as climate resilience and increased soil health leading to water and carbon benefits
• Balance of quick wins and game-changers
• Examples of supply chain programs that generate measurable sustainability impacts, including carbon and 

water 
• Sourcing strategies taking into account the business case for suppliers and farmers to adopt practices that 

generate impacts, including mobilizing resources for incentives when practice changes have a weak short-
term business case. For example:
o In developing countries, examples of investments in small holder climate smart agriculture
o In the US Midwest, examples of incentives or market pull for soil-health practices such as cover crops 

and small grains in rotations



“The Impact Lab is just that, impactful. I am grateful for being in a
pre-competitive environment with thought leaders that open your
mind to new ways of approaching challenges.”

— Tim Wahlquist, Costco

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST!


